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Abstract 
Stepping motor computer simulation analysis and stepping motor circuit are analyzed.   Permanent magnet stepping 
motor mathematical models under two kinds of condition are introduced.  The analysis shows the influence factors of 
torque, the simulation result obtains the system optimized parameters. The parameter of the actual test verifies the 
results of the simulation analysis. 
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1. Introduction
Stepping motor according to the input signal pulse, changes an excitation state-set forward, if you don't
change the Angle of excitation state is keep a certain position and the rest of the motor [1-4]. Stepping 
motors is a kind of electrical impulses by signal control of the brushless dc motor type also can be as it is 
in a certain frequency range speed and control pulse frequency synchronization of the synchronous motor. 
Stepping motor is the typical electromechanical components practical components. Stepping motor 
ontology, step motor driver and controller constitute a stepper motor system of the three major 
inseparable.
2. Permanent magnet stepping motor mathematical model
Permanent magnet type stepping motor from the electromagnetic relation between can be simplified as
2 extremely model. The working state of the rotor magnets and rotor position on which and the relative 
position of the stator winding on, at the same time and is scheduled to be related to the size of the current 
in the windings.  
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Fig.1 curve under plugging turn condition   Fig.2 curve under normal condition 
Under normal condition, stepping motor winding equivalent to one phase windings self-induction L, 
winding resistance r, rotating emf e series circuit. At the same time two phase windings mutual 
inductance between winding M. L, M, r for setting value, e for sinusoidal waves is the function of the 
rotor, angular velocity.  
Circuit equation is: 
( ) kk k k k k
di
u r i L M e
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= + − +
Under plugging turn condition, the rotating emf e does not exist.  Model can be further simplified. 
Because the two phase permanent magnet type stepping motor two phase windings of magnetic system is 
orthogonal, mutual influence of small, so the mutual inductance between phase windings are also small, 
can be used to replace the average self-induction is average inductance .The circuit equations for winding:
k
k k k k
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3. The simulation analysis  
Under plugging turn condition, the phase of the maximum compensation capacitor value should take 
5.05 uF, this time the phase for 54.9 mA RMS.  
The phase of the maximum compensation capacitor value should take 4.5 uF, this time the phase for 
42.4 mA RMS. The results of the state and plugging turn, compensation capacitor value and compared the 
maximum current RMS all has decreased.  
Compensation capacitor value reduced because, in stable equilibrium position rotor motor (plugging 
turn state) self-induction is minimum, its inductance take corresponding compensation capacitor value the 
minimum, take the maximum. Running, feel, so take average compensation capacitor value reduction. 
Because, the power supply reduced three-phase RMS voltage and pulse cycle rotation back emf stack, the 
voltage RMS decrease.  
The simulation analysis concluded to achieve maximum RMS of phase compensation capacitor value 
of 4.5 uF.  
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 Fig.3.a Capacitance value of 5.05 uF  
    Fig.3.b Capacitance value of 2.15 uF 
Fig.3.c Capacitance value of 4.5 uF 
4. The experiment of current 
Stationary state than simulation current value measured about small 10%, both change trend exact, 
current maximum, the capacitance value take 5.05 uF. Operation state measurement values and 
simulation value is large. The current maximum, the capacitance value takes 2.15 Uf.  The simulation 
current maximum, the capacitance value takes 4.5 uF. Measured wave and simulation are in good 
agreement with the waveform. 
Winding voltage test also shows the same results. 
Actual influence factors  
The above data can be seen, the simulation value 
in general and comparing between fit, but there 
are still some difference. The article analyzes 
the reasons and main is actual influence factors 
of circuit state more, in the simulation analysis 
failed to very good to come out now,  
Specifically, have the following:  
1. The simulation analysis, think rotating 
voltage sinusoidal waves, it is the amplitude 
with potential coefficient and the product of the 
angular velocity to express, ignore the effects of 
the current for winding. In the operation of the 
RMS voltage rotating 6.80 V, and technical data 
provided on the 9.00 V / 2 = 4.5 V is large, and 
the rotation of the emf is not totally sine wave, 
the waveform pointed than sine wave. Motor at 
rest, in an empowered the windings of the measure still to induction emf, the effective value of 2.25 V.
2. Rotating electromotive force and square wave power supply voltage phase are different between the 
existing, advance the simulation analysis, and delta Angle not to take into consideration.  
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3. Stepping motor phase self-induction is not constant, further model can think phase windings of the 
phase are self-induction is current and rotor Angle of functions. The test, in not energized by rotating 
rotor, were measured with the change of the Angle self-induction scope for 79-97 hair hang, and technical 
data of 70 that have a certain gap between hair hang. With the change of the current winding self-
induction is not measurement.  
4. Because of two phase permanent magnet type stepping motor two phase windings of magnetic system 
is orthogonal, mutual influence of small, so the mutual inductance between phase windings are very small. 
Technical data, and fails to provide its numerical two phase windings mutual inductance between not easy 
to measure accurately, the simulation analysis, all in with average self-induction instead of average 
inductance.  
5. The parameters in the circuit after electrify numerical change.  
6. The simulation analysis, the driving circuit is to consider, and lack of control circuit of some links and 
parameters on the state of the motor circuit may also be affected.  
5. The simulation analysis  
Considering the actual nonlinear factors mentioned above, the simulation analysis of fixed can from 
the following aspects:  
1. Measuring rotating emf in winding with current change curve, based on a model in motor will was 
scheduled for constant rotation emf coefficient of the current function. Instead of winding  
2. Will use sinusoidal waves the rotation of the simulation electromotive force, and consider the 
waveform amended the influence of advance Angle, more toward the observed data of the waveform.  
3. Measurement of self-induction is winding with this phase windings of electric current curve, will 
change the way that the average self-induction instead, feel is winding current and rotor Angle of binary 
function.  
4. Measuring two phase windings mutual inductance between, for mutual inductance value and ignore the 
model.  
5. In the circuit of the parameters, winding inductors, winding resistance, compensation capacitor 
implementing online measurement, in order to avoid model parameters for the static value and the actual 
operation state of the difference.  
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